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NiAS - Nagasaki Institute of Applied Science

Electronics engineering course, focused on physics measurements, 

medical science, and power electronics (4 professors)

 Ken Oyama

 PHENIX RICH FEE development (from CNS, Tokyo)

 ALICE TRD FEE development, integration, and running 

(from Heidelberg)

 ALICE Trigger coordination (from Heidelberg)

 Yoshito Tanaka

 PHENIX RICH FEE development

 Smart grid, IoT & M2M (industries & prefecture regional 

projects)

 director of associated labo. (ALICE funding agency)

 5 bachelor course students

 3 of them start graduate course in engineering in April, 2015

.
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ALICE TRD Case

 Complexity … one of the most

challenging DCS system in ALICE

 89 high current LV power supplies

 1044 high voltage channels

 522 chambers, each equipped

 1.1M ADC channels, associated

with DSP, track processor on FEE

 GTU (large FPGA) for tracking for

trigger (jets, di-electrons)

 pretrigger (Run-1 mainly) and

LM module

 water cooling system

 gas plant

.
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Mandate of detector DCS

 ensure safe detector conditions 

 allow failsafe, reliable, consistent 

 intuitive monitoring and operation

of highly complex detector

 by experts 

 as well as non-experts 

.
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Modified slides (including most of following slides) by Oliver Busch - TRDs for the 3rd millenium, Bari 2011  

 allowed to strongly reduce

shift crew running the 

ALICE detector



TRD DCS

 GUI based on a commercial SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data 

Acquisition)system, tree of panels (PVSS  WinCC)

 detector conditions mapped on

FSMs (Finite State Machines), 

detector operation = transition

between states via FSM

commands  via network (DIM)

 top level FSM complies with

ALICE standard

 supervisory layer distributed over

7 WINDOWS + 3 Linux PCs

multiple ways of FSM

implementation: PVSS, C++, etc

 operation from single work place (on-site and remotely) 

.
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Panel developments

 tree of panels for subsystem for monitoring / expert operation   

 hierarchical access

control

 hierarchical system of

alerts, and expert

notifications (e.g. via SMS),  

 device protection by

automatic hardware and

software interlocks  

.
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Monitoring

 archival of slow-control, calibration and configuration data in

dedicated  DBs (ALICE-wide 1000-100000 inserts/s)

 retrieval and display of slow-control data: trending 

.
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Front-end configuration scheme

 pre-amplifier / shaper,  ADC, 

tracklet Preprocessor  

 1.15 M channels

 optical readouts

 monitoring / operation: a DCS 

boards running Linux  (voltage 

regulators, trigger distribution, ...)

 DCS layers: FEE servers, Intercom, 

client

 communication via ethernet (DIM 

protocol)

.
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Jorge Mercado, proceedings of 

ICALEPCS07, Knoxville, Tennessee, USA



FEE status monitoring

 electronics configuration 

 according to run type

 cosmic / beam 

 magnet polarity

 ...

.
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 GUI for ‘patches’ (e.g. 

masking noisy  channels) 

 hierarchy of hard- and 

software  interlocks to 

protect  electronics from 

overheating 



Pre-trigger / GTU

 Pre-Trigger: fast wake-up signal (~400 ns 

after interaction), from V0, T0 + TOF 

signals

 Global Tracking Unit: compose tracks 

from tracklets, generate L1 trigger (~ 7 

us after interaction)

 jet triggerss

 electron triggers

 di-electron triggers

 monitoring (trigger rates, optical 

power, ..) via DIM 

 configuration for different experimental 

scenarios

.
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LV and services

 89 LV Power supplies (Wiener)

> 200 channels, 6 types,

up to 200 A and 7 V (1.4 kW); 

 monitoring and control via

Ethernet / OPC 

 cooling water transports ~65 kW

heat out of  L3 magnet

 Xe based gas mixture: closed circuit

gas system, 14 mixing stations

 monitoring & alarm crucial

 cooling interlocks for power

supplies and to FED

 automatic monitoring of LV line

resistance 

.
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HV

 >1000 channels (<2.5 kV, pos.+neg.)

 control via 250 kbit/s CAN bus through

dedicated DIM server 

 automatic ramp up/down according

to LHC status (e.g. beam injection) 

 automatic chamber conditioning

 ensure stable trigger conditions:  semi-online calibration of gain 

and drift velocity using data from GOOFIE 

.
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Work distribution (TRD 2013~)

Not precisely, but according to my memory

 PVSS coding and coordination

 in early stage: one full-time PhD student (HD)  PhD thesis

 at later stage: one full-time post-doc (HD) including full integration and running

 DCS board

 hardware … 1 full-time staff engineer (KIP)

 Linux integration and FPGA firmware … one full-time PhD student (Koeln)  PhD 

thesis

 control software … one 25% post-doc + one 50% PhD student (MS, Worms)

 configuration data base

 one 25% post-doc + one 50% PhD student (MS)

 patch GUI utility … one 10% staff (Tokyo)

 pre-trigger

 FSM design … one 10% post-doc (HD)

 HV server

 Dim server design … one 10% post-doc (MS)

.
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What to do in next few months

Step 1: Identify all components necessary for running MFT

 from the top level to the lowest level such as FEE voltage 

regulator on/off

Step 2: map them on FSM and make list of items to be monitored

Step 3: define actual implementation of each FSM

 top level, middle level … on the WinCC

 but in TRD case, the state calculation and transition was so 

complicated, we planned to have linux FSM dedicated 

process (daemon) for state calculation

 levels close to hardware … maybe special controller software 

with FSM interface needed

 simple FEE server on hardware controlled by FSM on linux

 related to CRU

Step 4: coding!!

.
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New features in Run3 DCS?
.
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New features in Run3 DCS? (cont.)
.
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ALICE readout and trigger system

Common Readout Unit (CRU)

 common design for at least

“major” and “new” detectors

 detector interface

 Detector Control System

 Trigger and timing

distribution

 data readout and

processing

 real implementation not

defined yet

.
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NIAS in ALICE etc

 ALICE TPC CRU firmware developments

 2 graduate students, full time, to be assigned in 2016

 ALICE MFT DCS DCS

 one staff as advisor for design kick-off by Hiroshima people in 

2015-2016

 no plan yet assigning student, but possibility to assign one 

student at the coding stage in 2017

 depending on student’s interests and suitability

 common work with TPC CRU may exist

 J-PARC heavy ion experiment

 new DAQ … still conceptual 

 ILC LCTPC

 new DAQ … still conceptual

.
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